The year 11 language leaders completed their foreign language leaders award on Thursday October 7th by hosting
their languages evening, ‘Fantastische Fiesta Phenomenal.’
Georgie Van Dyke and Lucy Blackbourn were the compères for the evening and all of the other language leaders
helped by running the cake stall, raffle and meeting guests at the door.

The evening consisted of a range of incredible acts including poems from the sixth form German prefects and a French
poem from Charlotte Marsh of year 7.
Sakinah performed a fantastic Spanish version of Titanium, Ocea-Lily Jarvis performed “Das Veilchen” in German and
three year 9s alongside the language leaders performed “Pop Musik” also in German. There were also two
instrumental pieces one of which was a polish piano solo by Julia Siekierzynska and the other was a flute duet by Sarah
Mansfield and Jemima Gurney.
All of the language leaders brought in a range of cakes which were sold for small donations on the evening and then
at breaktime on Friday. Alongside the cake stall, there were a large variety of raffle prizes on offer and a fantastic total
of £188 was raised to go towards the cost of putting the evening on and the Modern Foreign Languages department.

Another highlight of the evening were the year 8, 9 and 10 translation bees. These were the school finals for the
German, French and Spanish translation bees in which three girls competed by trying to translate as many sentences
as possible in one minute. Mrs Dorey was one of the guest judges and Mrs Abram was also invited to the evening to
award certificates to the translation bee winners.

I think everyone can agree that the evening was a great success and was thoroughly enjoyed by all those taking part
and all of the guests alike.
We would like to thank again our sponsor Greenyard Fresh as well as Mrs Barats and Mrs Carthy.
Georgie Van Dyke

